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oRECENT concerll about the visual quality of the highway environmeltt has tended to
focus primarily on equitable means of reducingthe visual impact of billboardsandjunk-
yards on that environment. Impetus to protect and enhance the visual character of ex-
isting and future highways has come, of course, from the Federal Government.

Both the 1958 Federal Act, dealing with the control of outdoor advertising devices
along the Interstate System, and the 1965 Highway Beautification Act have as a stated
purpose the promotion of enjoyment of public travel. In the 1965 Highway Beautification
Act, this concern is expressed in terms of the promotion of the recreational value of
public travel and the preservation of natural beauty. These concerns are coupled with
the more utilitarian, and traditionally more acceptable in the legal sense, concern for
safety and convenience. The intent of Congress seems clear, however, with regard to
the protection and enhancement of the visual quality of certain highway corridors.

These rather obvious points are emphasized in order to establish a framework for
the particular aspect of the complex problem of highway beautification to be briefly ex-
plored in this paper. Because of the magnitude of the problem and the necessarily
limited resources available to such a program, it would appear that some means of
establishing priorities in the effectuation of the program must be devised. There are
most assuredly priority establishing elements contained within the Federal legislation.
It is suggested here, however, that the priority implications of the legislation are of a
gross order and not primarily directed toward the guidance of policy rvith reference to
which particular segments of highway should benefit from the provisions of the act first
or in what order others should follow.

It may be that the issue of priority is not a compelling one in terms of the Highway
BeautiJication Program. If the total program is to be accomplished expeditiously and
resources for that purpose are promptly forthcoming from Congress and the states,
then priorities may be a matter of little corìsequence. If, on the other hand, a long-
range effort extending over many years results. then when and where that effort is ex-
erted could markedly influence the success of the program. The reality of the latter
possibility looms rather large in view of the abandonment of the police powerasameans
of implementing certain aspects of the 1965 Highway Beautification Program.

The substance of my remarks has a bearing on the question of how to establish
priorities with reference to the protection of the desirable visual qualities of particular
highways. As yet no sophisticated means exist of evaluating the relative visual quality
of specific segments of highway. A number of systems of evaluation have been devel-
oped and some are currently undergoing further testing and refinement. However, it
should be clearly understood at the outset that evaluative systems designed to provide
priority establishing information about the visual qualities of highway environments are
necessarily subjective decision systems. A number of readily availablestudiesrelating
to the evaluation of the visual qualities of the highway environment are listed in the
References.

We in Washington State have taken a particular interest in the various Federal pro-
grams dealing with highway beautiJication and the protection of scenic highways. This
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interest stems in part from the fact that scenic beauty is one of our most valuable nat-
ural resources. State legislative action formalized this interest in 1961 with the pas-
sage of the Highway Advertising Control Act. One section of the act called for a study
to develop criteria for the establishment of additional scenic areas. It is my intention
to utilize this study, and a subsequent application of it in the field, as one example of
how evaluation and priority establishment with reference to scenic or visually superior
highrvays can be undertaken. It is at best an imperfect system but represents one ex-
ample which is reasonably well documented and in which the concepts developed were
actually applied i.n the field.

CRITERIA DERIVED FROM POLICY

Initial guidance in the formulation of criteria for the selection of scenic areas can
be found in the legislative enactments dealing with the protectionof suchareas. Utilizing
the Washington State law to exemplify this point will be convenient as well as instruc-
tive, since it is one of the most comprehensive acts of its kind. Scenic area is defined
in the Washington State Highlvay Advertising Control Act of 1961 as follows:

Scenic oreo meons oll lond odioining or odioceni to ony siqie highwoy ond

within óó0 feet of the edge of the right of woy within ony public pork,federol
foresi oreo, pubìic beoch or public recreotion oreo, notionol monument, ond

ony stoie highwoy or portion thereof outside ihe boundories presently existìng
. on the effective dote of this oct of ony incorporoied city or lown designoted

by the Iegisloture os o scenic oreo'

Elsewhere in the 1961 act it states that "the control of signs in areas adjacent to
state highways of this state is hereby declared to be necessary to promote the public
health. safety, welfare, corlvenience ar.rd enjoyment of publictravel . arld to attract
visitors to this state by conserving the natural beauty of areas adjacent to the interstate
system, and of scenic areas acljacent to state highways upon which they travel in great
trumbels. . . ."

Essentially, the criteria set forth i.n the legislation provide that scenic areas shall
be for the enjoyment of public travel particularly on highways traveled by great num-
bers. Such ar.eas shall also seLve to attract tourists and shall contaill scenery of some
beauty iu order to do so. The scenic area as defined in the act is limited to a strip 660
ft in width measured ft'om the edge of the right-of-way. None of these points, however,
serves to facilitate the makir.rg of decisions about rvhat is or is not scenic as a matter
of aesthetic judgment. The resort to criteria specifically intendedto select scenicareas
on a purely aesthetic basis should only be undertaken aJter the policy directives have
been thoroughly expioited to narrow the range of decision-making. Careful attention to
legislative directives with reference to criteria for the establishment of scenic areas
has the additional advantage of reducing the likelihood of legal challenge resulting from
the administration of the law.

The following gerleral criteria were developed on the basis of the Washington High-
wav Advertising Control Act.

1. Routes leading from entrances to the state and leading into urban places.
2. Routes which carry relatively large volumes of traJfic and which serve urban

areas.
3. Routes rvl.rich provide diversity of visual experience by representing the various

).andscape regions of the state.
4. Routes which when viewed as a whole will constitute a system of scenic areas

associated rvith the state and Interstate Highway System, This system of scenic areas
shoulcl provide for continuity of travel between major destinations throughout the state
as well as diversity of scenery.

5. Additional connecting loops should be provided within shorter driving distances
of population centers that also lead to or traverse popular recreation areas.
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6. Unique state viervs should be covered by a vali.ety of routes in terms of destina-
tion and length in order that the visual image of the state may be emphasized.

The foreççoiug general criteria provide a framework for preliminary screening of
highways for possible designatior.r as scenic areas without having to utilize aesthetic
judgmetrt. Ultimately it rvill be necessary to synthesize the criteria derivedf rom policy
directives with those devised to facilitate the making of aesthetic judgments about the
relative visual merlt of specific sections of highway. Thus far we have been dealir.rg
rvith criteria based on locational, ir.rtensity of use and systemic cor.rslderations, The
next step is to devise an evaluation system to assess the relative aesthetic melit of
particular scenery.

SCENIC EVALUATION CRITERIA

In studies for the Washir.rgton State Legislature we developed a series of field survey
techniques for the purpose of evaluating scenery. To quote from the report "Criteria
for the Establishment of Addj.tional Scenic Areas" (8):

A survey system provides the lool for onolyzing the chorocterisiics of o por-
liculor highwoy os o scenic loute. lt is on inventory of the ottribuies of ihe
oreo under considerolion reloted to the criterio of ihe progrom.

The simplest survey form is derivated from "A Preliminary PÌan for Scenic Highways
in Califorl.ria" (1) . This technique is based primarily on the previously describedgeneral
cliteria but does involve. in addition, an evaluation of the scenic qualities of the route
uuder study. The evaluation is relatively unstructuLed and calls for an opinion on the
part of the evaluator with reference to the following points:

1. Is the route sceÌlic ?
2. Does the route present a variety of scenery? (a) Within itsel-f ? (b) With other

routes in the area? and (c) With other routes in the state?
3. Does the route contain scerlery rvhich typifies the region or state?

The survey technique represents a minimal evaluative devise for appraising scenic
areas. It provides little more than an unexplained record of the opinion of the evalua-
tor. This technique can be useful, however, if those administering it are experienced
in the realm of scenic evaluation and have a high level of aesthetic judgment.

A second, and more comprehensive survey technique is in the nature of an analytical
check list enumeratiug possibilities of each type of view. This device requires the
evaluator to note the specific elements viewed such as historical, geomorphic, hydro-
graphic and floral. An appraisal of the unique quality of the elements observed is re-
quired as well as a description of the manner of perceiving the elements, whether a
vista. panorama, or other type of view. Finally, the evaluator is required to rate the
perceptual quality of the segment of highway on a one (least scenic) to five (most scenic)
scale. This method provides considerably more documentation than the first technique
described. A much more detailed record of the basis on rvhich the evaluator made his
judgment is available.

The third method is even more detailed. I shall attempt to describe this method a
little more thoroughly, since it is the system we have used to evaluate the scenic quali-
ties of almost 4, 000 miles of highway in Washington State.

Again we have a check list approach which is designed to structure the evaluator's
observations in a systematic way.- The major elements included in this method are
described as follows: "Materials which are sensed visually," under this heading ob-
servations about color, texture, pattern, rhythm and shape are recorded, The second
major category of route elements deals withforms. Here the evaluator must record
single forms and combinations of forms whether natural or man made. A number of
specific possibilities are listed in order to encourage consistent and detailed reporting.
A third category covers viewpoints. Under this heading are four categories: major
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prospects, impressive vistas, palìoramas, and nealbv scenes. The subheadir-rgs
were further defined bv assigning them specific quantitative values. A panorama, for
example, was the term utilized to describe scenes ranging from 180 deg to 360 deg in
scope.

The last two categories covered in this analysis were landmarks or visually domi-
nant forms and expressions. The notion conveyed by the term "Iandmark'r is probably
clear to most of us. The term "expressiont' as used in the present corrtext requires
further definition. The expressiveness of an object has been described as the abilityto
evoke association in our minds. Thus expression can be one of the most powerful aes-
thetic influences possible from visual stimuli, Two subcategories were ir.rcluded under
the he:rding expression: past associations and present associations. As ir.r the plevious
route evaluation technique, there is in this most comprehensive system the require-
ment that the evaluator assign a grade to the route reflecting his opinion of its relative
scenic merit.

Each of the specific elements which I have described is defined in some detail in an
effort to provide a common understanding of the term. The major purposes of such a
check list are to attempt to standardize reporting and to make the reporting as tneaning-
fully comprehensive as possible.

CONCLUSION

While our experience with criteri.a for the designation of scenic areas is still very
Iimlted, the approach outlined here has proved to be a useful one. Public policy as re-
flected by tegislative enactments must serve to provide the broad criteria with refer-
ence to the selection of scenic areas. Ultimately, however, judgments must be made
regarding the relative scenic rnerit of specilic sections of highway.

When such judgments are made it is necessary that they be renderedinassystematic
a fashion as possible. I hesitate to use the terrn "objective" for most certainly aes-
thetic preference is a most subjective expressiolì of man's response to his environment.
It is desirable, however, to bring to bear on the question of scenic area desigr.ratiou the
most sophisticated means of decision-rnaking possible. The central issue here is es-
sentially a qualitative one, but one which can be dealt with effectively if a systematic
and consistent approach is utilized.
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